Is this patient difficult, or do they
have a personality disorder?

I’m here to offer hope
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Manage your expectations
• Define personality disorders
• Consider their impact
• Identify patients with symptoms consistent
with personality disorders
• Add to our toolkit for managing patients with
personality disorders
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When your character flaws rule
Personality disorders are patterns of inflexible and
maladaptive personality traits and behaviors that cause
subjective distress and significant social or occupational
impairment. An individual with a PD tends to have a
limited repertoire of responses to the rough-and-tumble
of life, with coping mechanisms that often perpetuate
difficulty and distress. Examples include distrust and
suspiciousness of others’ motives (paranoid PD);
disregard and violation of the rights of others (antisocial
PD); instability in interpersonal relationships, self-image,
and affect (borderline PD); and social inhibition, feelings
of inadequacy, and hypersensitivity to negative evaluation
(avoidant PD).
American Psychiatric Association. Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders. 5th ed. Arlington, VA: American Psychiatric Association; 2013.
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We’re already treating these patients
• 9% of US population have one or more mixed
personality disorders
– Up to 24% of primary care patients likely meet
criteria for at least one PD

• Increased utilization of primary care and
mental health care services
• An estimated 15-30% of primary care visits are
described as difficult
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What’s our first reactions about these patients?
•
•
•
•
•

Demanding
Angry
Emotionally Distressed
Manipulative
Dependent
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We react with strong emotion
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Helpless
Angry
Frustrated
Devalued
Deskilled
Disappointed
Threatened
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Our reactions are practically diagnostic
• I’m a bad clinician
– I’ve failed this patient
– I’m not doing enough
– I did the wrong thing

• This is a bad patient
– I feel anxious
– I change my usual practice
– I don’t like this patient
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It’s more complicated
• We tend to focus on just the characteristics of the
patient
• All clinical interactions are complex interplays
between
–
–
–
–
–

Patient
Provider
Team
Illness
Environment

• Which means…
– There is hope for change
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Personality Disorders, briefly
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What about Bob?
Bob, age 48, comes to his family physician to ask for
authorization for extended medical leave from his
job as an electrician. He frequently misses days at
work and complains of stress on the job, saying his
coworkers look down on him and make cruel jokes
at his expense. He reports having chronic
interpersonal conflicts and no significant
relationships with family members or friends. Bob
refuses a referral to a psychiatrist because he fears
he will be “locked up and forced to take
medications.”
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On the inside, these patients experience:

• Unstable identity
• Unable to gain control
• Impulsivity
• Rejection Sensitivity
• Unstable reality testing
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The internal storms come to the outside
•
•
•
•
•
•

Verbal aggression
Physical aggression
Chaotic interpersonal relationships
Substance use
Omnipotent control
Superficial compliance
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Two things you want to evaluate
1. Cohesive sense of identity
– Allows one to embrace life’s tasks and challenges
– Without it, feels chronically empty and limited
coping skills

2. How does the patient interact with others?
– Distorted interpersonal expectations can impair a
person’s capacity for sustained intimate
connections
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Figure it out with 1 question

If YES: What did they say?

J Clin Psychiatry. 2019 Jan 15;80(1). pii: 18m12257. doi:
10.4088/JCP.18m12257.
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Part two of the ONE QUESTION
“Do you often have days when your mood changes
a great deal – days when you shift back and forth
from feeling like your usual self, to feeling angry or
depressed or anxious?”
If YES:
• How intense are your mood swings?
• How often does this happen in a typical week?
• How long do the moods last?
J Clin Psychiatry. 2019 Jan 15;80(1). pii: 18m12257. doi:
10.4088/JCP.18m12257.
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Help Seeking/Help Rejecting
• Comes in late to appointments
• Asks for help then gets angry at providers
• Appears open to suggestions but then
disqualifies them
– “Yes, but…”

• Keeps coming back with additional problems
with seemingly no plausible solutions
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Help seeking/help rejecting patients feel passive aggressive

• Their behavior often stems from abuse/trauma
• They seem to relish in their misery and feed on
other people’s attempts to help just so they can
shut them down
• They may, unconsciously, feel they deserve to
suffer
• They desire attention, even if it’s negative
attention
– “One-downmanship”
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There are some things to avoid with the Help Seeking/Help Rejecting patient

• Extending appointment times if patient is late
– Patient has no incentive to be on time
– Provider gets behind/feels annoyed

• Withholding praise from for the things they are doing
– Patient feels invalidated
– Catch patients being good

• Being less than clear and transparent about reasoning for
declining patient requests (e.g., why aren’t benzos, opiates,
or stimulants being prescribed? why isn’t a referral to
neurology indicated?)
– Patient feels punished
– Provider feels pressure to relent to request, other issues don’t
get discussed
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Validate and hold boundaries
• Validate their emotions/concerns

– Use reflective listening; not problem-solving mode

• Be consistent

– If they are late to appointments, adhere to late
appointments policy

• Practice good boundaries

– Don’t wear yourself out looking for the “perfect” solution
– Step back and challenge your initial emotions (frustration,
dread, etc.)

• Promote use of patient’s skills

– Distress tolerance – handling having a problem that may
not be able to be solved
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Some patients are emotionally dysregulated
• Calling frequently and frantically
• Crying entire appointment without being able
to be redirected
• Overstays appointment
• May worry they have less control of their
treatment, feel they are not being listened to,
not fully understand their treatment plan, or
be coping with a new diagnosis or life stress.
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Collaboratively set the agenda
Set yourself up for success with emotionally
dysregulated patients
– Summarize concerns and ask patient to prioritize.

“What concerns are most
concerning to you today?”
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Use empathy
Develop the relationship

• Be empathetic, firm and compassionate
You're afraid because your feeling this complete lack of energy and
are worried something else physically is causing it.
• Listen reflectively and use open ended questions
How does it impact your functioning or daily activities? Anything
you have thought of that may relate to this? What are you hoping
that we can work on as a first step today? What worries you the
most about it?
• Use transition statements
To support you with this, we will work together to make this
appointment focused on addressing your concern. Would it be ok if
I ask you some additional questions or examine you?
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Do these approaches sound familiar?
Hello, Motivational Interviewing skills!
• Reflecting is validating – I hear you and am
committed to understanding
• What is important to you?
• Collaboration not confrontation
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But can you discuss this with your patient?
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Can we treat personality disorders?
• Yep. In specialty care.
• DBT

– Targets behavioral and emotional chaos

• Psychodynamic therapy

– Focuses on helping patients discover how unconscious
conflicts influence their present moods and behaviors

• Research focused on BPD, can be applied to
others by focusing on understanding one’s
emotional and behavioral patterns

– Recent research is promising for day hospital as
effective for a range of personality disorders
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Use Medication Judiciously
Targets for medication:
Interpersonal relationships Nope
Identity deficits Nope
Impulsivity Yes!
Anger/aggression Yes!

Meds with psychotherapy is my favorite!
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Let’s summarize our part
• Check in with and manage your feelings
• Validate the patient
• Mentalization to support the patient considering alternative
interpretations of events, and thus reduce problematic
behavior (CBT, anyone?)
A supportive acknowledgement from you
may counter a patient’s expectation of
being invalidated, and over time, reduce
the patient’s defensive rigidity.
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So, WHAT about Bob?
Based on Bob’s history of interpersonal conflicts
and perceived persecution by coworkers, the
clinician opines that Bob’s chronic mistrust and
social isolation suggest he may have a severe
identity disturbance and unspecified personality
disorder. Because Bob refuses to see a
therapist, his clinician decides to focus on
promoting small improvements in Bob’s
interpersonal interactions and reducing
absenteeism at work.
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Let’s validate and mentalize with Bob
• The clinician validates Bob’s feelings (“it can be very stressful to
constantly feel like others are at odds with you”) and tries to
promote mentalizing (“I want to understand more about what you
think regarding your work situation and your coworkers. Let’s try to
look at this from all perspectives—maybe we can come up with
some new ideas.”)
• Despite wanting to help his patient, the clinician feels uneasy and
reluctant to engage with Bob, who likely evokes such feelings to
keep others at a distance. The clinician seeks to remain Bob’s ally
without endorsing his distorted interpretation of events. Given
Bob’s paranoid rejection of therapy, the clinician refrains from
making further such recommendations. The clinician’s
interventions, however, may help Bob warm to the idea of further
help over time, and the clinician’s supportive stance will help to
ameliorate the patient’s distress.
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The Post-test is open notes
• Define personality disorders

– Personality disorders are patterns of inflexible and maladaptive
personality traits and behaviors that cause subjective distress and
significant social or occupational impairment.

• Consider their impact

– There’s a cost to society, our own identity, and the patient’s health

• Identify patients with symptoms consistent with personality
disorders

– One-question screener, evaluating emotional and interpersonal
stability

• Add to our toolkit for managing patients with personality disorders
–
–
–
–

Validate
Mentalize
MI
Refer to specialty care
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